Audit Explorer

The best people empowered by
market-leading technologies

At PwC, we believe it is the powerful
combination of the best people, empowered
by market-leading technologies, that
enables us to deliver quality and value
at a whole new level.
We are constantly innovating to enhance
your audit experience, leveraging new
and emerging technologies to give you
real-time delivery, increased efficiency
and greater transparency.
And this is only the beginning.
James Chalmers
Global Assurance Leader

What matters to you
Understanding what matters most to you
and your organisation when it comes to
the audit experience is important to us.
We identify your priorities and use them to
shape how we work with you. We constantly
measure ourselves against those priorities
to ensure we work together effectively.

Working style

Quality

Efficiency and
effectiveness

Value and
insight

Understanding your
business
We combine what we learn about your
organisation with our experience, industry
knowledge and technology to arrive at a
deep understanding of your business.

Halo, our award-winning data auditing technology
helps build our understanding of your business
performance in real time and across your entire data set.
Halo uses data and visualisation to analyse internal and
external drivers of your business, to identify areas
of higher risk, direct audit work, and generate insights
to share with you. It’s fully automated, making the
process faster and more efficient.

Understanding your risks

Aura, our global ERP system ensures quality
and consistency through every stage of the
audit. During planning, Aura plays a critical role
in helping us to identify risks, which drives the
design of our audits, ensuring our PwC teams
across our global network take a consistent,
focused and efficient approach to audit risk.

With our understanding of your business,
we carry out a thorough risk assessment,
enabled by technology. This robust analysis
is at the heart of every PwC audit.
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Clear All

Period-end Financial Reporting
Information Technology
General Controls
FinancialStatement Level
Risk
Treasury – Cash & investments

Extraordinary/exceptional items may not be
correctly identified or recored
Impacts: Exceptional items

Derivatives and Hedge
Accounting

Financial statments and disclosures may not be
properly presented or disclosed

Revenue & Receivables

Impacts: Financial statement preparation and disclosures

Property, Plant & Equipment
Purchasing & Payables
Taxes
Benefits
Payroll
Capital & Equity
Share-based Compensation
Awards
Period-end Financial
Reporting
New business process

COMP

Controls Testing Plan

All transactions with related parties are not identified
and disclosed
Impacts: Intercompany accounts, Financial statement
preparation and disclosures
Notes to the accounts
Impacts: Financial statement preparation and disclosures

Risk of material misstatement in Gain/Loss from
extraordinary/exceptional items
Impacts: Exceptional items
Risk of material misstatement in intercompany accounts
Impacts: Intercompany accounts

Risk of material misstatement in investment in subsidiaries
and affiliates
Impacts: Investments in associates and joint ventures
Risk of material misstatement in Non-operating income
Impacts: Eliminating dividends

Risk of material misstatement in Non-operating income

Process Reference

Our intelligent risk scoping allows
us to identify the most important risk
areas for the audit by using
Aura and other tools. It is based
on a detailed understanding of:
– your business
– key megatrends
– your strategic agenda
– your most important risks

Significant

Key audit risks

All audit risks
Impact on financial
statements

Business risks
Risk assessed
with you to form a
complete picture

Connected people
Your team is handpicked to achieve the
right balance of relevant experience,
industry knowledge, specialist expertise,
and cultural fit. Technology enables them
to foster a seamless working relationship.

A collaborative workflow tool allowing
fast, secure information sharing. We’ll
work with you using Connect, our global
coordination tool and your portal to the audit.
Connect streamlines, standardises and
automates real-time communication in the
workflow between your teams and ours, 24/7,
wherever you are in the world.

Valuable perspectives

This secure, web-based tool ensures
faster issue resolution by aggregating
issues and events in one place. Issues
are tracked and flagged so they can be
identified promptly and resolved quickly.

We deliver insight through – and beyond –
the audit to advise you on addressing your
business issues.
In performing the audit, we access the breadth and depth of
our PwC network with experts on subjects that matter to you.
This ‘spare chair’ provides additional insight in the audit and
33
shares
thought leadership. For example...

PwC Connect
https://connect.pwc.com
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BULK UPDATE

Show Resolved

Location

Potential
Adjustment

Sale and leaseback transaction

Company XYZ Argentina S.A.

No

Allowance for doubtful debts

Company XYZ Pty Ltd

Change in accounting policy paper

Reconciliation

Request

Company XYZ - UK

Add Request

Export

Target
Resolution Date

Owner

Active

Nov 12, 2017

Tom Goldsmith

No

Active

Nov 12, 2017

Elizabeth Tindale

Company XYZ INDUSTRIEL S.A.S.

No

Active

Nov 12, 2017

Lauren William

Company XYZ Pty Ltd

Yes

Resolved

Nov 12, 2017

Lauren William

Company XYZ Pty Ltd

No

Active

Nov 12, 2017

Jane Brown

Status

5

During the year Company XYZ entered into a new contract that was deemed to be a sale
and leaseback transaction. Information regarding the fair value of the building and the
associated loss.

Company XYZ performed work for Customer X during the year who has encountered
financial difficulty post year end. This has cast doubt on the recoverability of the debtor
balance at year end. This is still in discussion with management. An adjustment has
been proposed

Cyber
security

Culture and
behaviour

During the year there has been a change in the depreciation policy which has a material
impact on the financial statements.

Reconciling items have not been appropriately accounted for. An adjustment has been
proposed.

Company XYZ - France

Reclassification

1

A number of balance sheet reclassification adjustments have been noted that will affect the
financial statements.

Emerging
technology

Governance,
risk and
compliance
6:17 PM
12/10/2017

Digitally enabled

Our innovative technologies
deliver quality, efficiency,
and insight, tailored to your
technological maturity.

Key technologies working together

Aura
Our global
ERP system
driving global
quality and
consistency

Halo
Award-winning
data auditing
tool designed to
test information
reliability

Connect
A collaborative
workflow tool
allowing fast,
secure information
sharing

Count
A stock-taking
app making it
easier to get
the inventory
count right the
first time

PwC’s
Confirmation
System
A web-based
portal where
confirmations
can be securely
managed
end-to-end

PwC Extract
Platform
A suite of tools
standardising
the way we
communicate,
extract and
transfer data

Our data analysis tool provides greater assurance and
deeper insight. Halo tests huge volumes of business-critical data,
analysing whole populations and unlocking a wealth of insight to
enhance audit quality. Halo won the 2016 Audit Innovation of the
Year (International Accounting Bulletin Awards).

Journals
Our data auditing tool
helps identify higher
risk transactions and
process inefficiencies,
using built-in algorithms
and visualisation.

GL Revenue
Our digital web-based
application and
process streamlines
revenue testing.

ERP
Our end-to-end
solution includes data
extraction algorithms
to automate audit testing
and risk assessment.

Investments
Our investment valuation
auditing tool analyses client’s
investment portfolios using
higher quality, more extensive
data sources.

No surprises
The combination of our
people and technology
enables us to identify risks
sooner and anticipate
problems before they
occur so that they are dealt
with promptly and at the
right level. This enhanced
understanding means
fewer last minute surprises
for you in the audit.

AuraNow provides real-time,
on-the-go monitoring of
engagement information.
AuraNow’s dashboard
and visualisation features
provide important status
updates, aiding in greater
agility and responsiveness
when on the go.

Insight
Every PwC audit delivers
value and insight based on
our knowledge and deep
business understanding.

Unlocking insight
Trust your data
A key focus of the PwC Audit is evaluating the strength
of IT and financial reporting controls. Gaps in your
controls could highlight where we (and you) may not
be able to trust your data.

Shining a light on your business
Our tools allow us to shine a light into your processes
and systems relevant to the audit. For example…

Data Sieve

Perceptive
Process
Mining

Financial
Process
Analyser

Empower

Continuous innovation

Artificial intelligence
We are developing AI capabilities to enhance audit
quality and insight. Some examples include intelligent
risk assessment to drive greater precision in risk-based
auditing, AI prediction to enhance our audit analytics,
and AI anomaly detection to drive more effective testing.

Robotics
Robotic process automation (RPA) is transforming the
world of finance, including the audit. We have begun
automating transactional processes to reduce the
burden on our clients and further improve audit quality.

Drones
Drones will have significant impact on operational
efficiency. We are already using drones in our audit
approach on select inventory observations and
exploring other potential uses.

Blockchain
This technology has the potential to significantly impact
the audit, given the automation involved when recording
transactions. We are bringing together our leading
assurance, technologists and blockchain experts to
look at how we might provide audit services to the
area of blockchain technology, and as a subset of this,
cryptocurrency.

We are constantly investing in
audit technology and the skills
of our people to keep up with the
rapid pace of change to deliver
trust that is deeper, broader and
more forward-looking.

PwC’s GL.ai

Digital Accountancy
Forum and Awards
Audit Innovation
of the Year 2017
PwC’s GL.ai

Winner
PwC’s GL.ai is a ground-breaking bot
that detects anomalies in a company’s
general ledger through the combination
of advanced AI technology and the knowledge
and experience of our top auditors.
GL.ai algorithms, trained by experts from
across our global network, identify unusual
transactions with precision and speed,
looking at every line of every journal together
with the behaviours of the people posting
those journals.

Digital Accountancy
Forum and Awards
Audit Innovation
of the Year 2017
PwC’s GL.ai

Winner

Reimagining the audit
The innovative audit technologies outlined in this guide
are only the start. We are building new tools that are
rich, relevant and valuable for the audit and in helping
you build trust in new areas. We will be able to assure
a broader spectrum of information and, in time, predict
potential issues before they arise.
We will continue to build more agile, tech-savvy teams
that can respond faster and more effectively, who focus
on helping build trust in society and solving your most
important problems.
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